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Rohit Adlakha heads Wipro’s Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Automation charter.  
 
This encompasses three important levers – the Wipro HOLMESTM AI platform 
offerings across infrastructure, applications and business process services, 3rd 
party technology capabilities under the Automation Ecosystem approach, and 
the Automation Advisory practice that enables a people-focused, technology-
agnostic automation journey mapping for clients as they embark on their digital 
transformation initiatives.  
Strengthening and building partnerships in this area through alliances, 
investments and acquisitions, and overseeing the global delivery and rollout of 
Wipro HOLMES is also a big part of Rohit’s overall portfolio.  
 
Most recently, Rohit was featured in the cover story ‘Driving the Enterprise 

Digital Journey with Wipro HOLMES’ of CIOReview magazine’s special AI edition, which featured Wipro as one of the ‘20 
Most Promising Artificial Intelligence Solution Providers’. Under his leadership, Wipro has been recognized and ranked as 
a ‘Leader’ for its AI, RPA and Automation capabilities by Analyst firms such as Gartner, Everest Group, Forrester, HfS 
Research and Nelson Hall, to name a few. Wipro has also won prestigious awards from ISG, such as ‘Challenge The Future’ 
Awards 2017, and in the ‘Excellence’ category at the 2017 ISG Paragon Awards which celebrate the outcomes driven by 
automation.  
 
Since 1995, Rohit has held a number of prominent and strategic responsibilities across sales, delivery, P&L management 
and technology domain development that have helped shape and grow Wipro’s global services offerings. Prior to his 
current role, Rohit managed the go-to-market and practice development for Wipro’s Global Infrastructure Services (GIS), 
where he played an important role in securing a number of marquee client relationships and strategic partnerships. He 
has also incubated and scaled several businesses from their infancy, namely GIS Growth Markets, Wireless Applications 
and the Application Management Services business. Rohit is a great people’s person, he takes keen interest in the all-
round development of his team and is focused on creating the next generation of Wipro’s leaders.  
 
Connect with Rohit at: LinkedIn, Twitter 
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